styles
I N S P I R E D BY YO U R L I F E

a thriving legacy
With the same longevity as stately trees that flourish for
decades, Medallion has been bringing elegant cabinets
with enduring artistry to homes across the nation.

Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association Environmental Stewardship Program

Medallion Cabinetry may help your building

All products impact the environment. For ESP program criteria,

or project achieve LEED certification by

visit www.kcma.org/certifications/environmental-stewardship.

contributing towards credits in two areas:
Materials and Resources and Regional Materials.

farmhouse style

Artisan finishing Peppered Appaloosa in our Minnesota facility.

MAKING GOOD CHOICES
For generations, our skilled artisans have crafted each
Medallion cabinet by hand. We always seek out the highest
quality wood products for our cabinetry, and know that the
best timber is found in carefully managed, flourishing forests
here in the United States. By partnering with ecologists,
forestry experts, and wildlife biologists, we cultivate hundreds
of acres of forestland across the country, replacing every tree
harvested with two new seedlings. By choosing Medallion,
you are joining an endeavor to protect our environment for
the next generation and bringing the beauty of America’s
natural treasures to your home. Our family’s experienced
craftsmanship ensures that your Medallion cabinets will see
many years of memorable family moments.

This northern California forest is sustainably
managed by the Michigan-California Timber
Company, our primary timber supplier.
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styles
From ornate traditional to sleek contemporary lines, the world of cabinetry style
is diverse and full of possibility. Medallion empowers you to breathe life into your
vision of the perfect home. Inside, see how we showcased today’s top style themes
and integrated them into timeless designs—each trend-forward look is elevated
and personalized with Medallion’s signature sophistication. Throughout, you
will also find tips to make the most of your space. Once you have been inspired
to visualize your dream kitchen, turn to Spaces: Inspired by Your Life to create
solutions customized to your organization needs.

farmhouse
This timeless style celebrates classically
simple painted finishes, furniture elements,
and accents of rustic warmth.

l

pages 4–9

MODERN ENGLISH COTTAGE
Bright modern touches elevate the
warm rustic finishes and furniture

l

In this Nordic-inspired take on Farmhouse style,
contemporary clean lines frame soft, neutral

l

pages 6–7

FRESH FARMHOUSE
Classic Farmhouse elements intertwine with
thoughtful, elegant touches in this inviting
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ST Y L E S : VO LU M E 1

l

pages 8–9

white paint, innovative materials, and
inventive accents.

l

pages 10–15

bygone eras, stainless steel and reflective

SCANDINAVIAN SIMPLICITY

kitchen.

design trends with glossy surfaces, bright

While our elegant, rich Smoke finish recalls

pages 4–5

finishes and industrial accents.

This cutting-edge style captures today’s

INDUSTRIAL VINTAGE

details in this twist on the typical
Farmhouse kitchen.

light
contemporary

surfaces bring this chic urban loft into the
present day.

l

pages 10–11

CLASSIC CONTEMPO
Classic pieces and refined furniture
details complement metallic accents and
streamlined silhouettes in this boldly
contrasting space.

l

pages 12–15

styles

transitional
This versatile style features clean lines,
neutral palettes, a blend of textures,
and tone-on-tone pairings

l

pages 28–33

VINTAGE CHIC
A fashion-forward monochromatic palette
with unexpected textural details is both bold
and inspiring while remaining harmonious and
sophisticated

l

pages 28–29

LUXE RETREAT
Bright white and bold blue offer a crisp, clean
backdrop for sophisticated touches, from the
expansive butler’s pantry to sparkling metallic
details and beautiful built-ins

l

pages 30–31

(Gold) Middleton with Flat Panel in Safari Classic, Eucalyptus Classic, and French Roast on knotty alder

GREYSTONE MANOR

modern

traditional

millwork, rich wood stains, and elegant

includes warm wood tones, artistic
elements, earthy hues, and streamlined

l

pages 16–21

raised panel door styles.

l

pages 22-27

details peek out from every corner and fine
furniture elements lend an air of relaxed
sophistication.

l

pages 32–33

CLASSIC CASUAL
This fresh take on the classic white kitchen

URBAN DWELLING

takes an unexpected turn with its inclusion

This cozy kitchen brings Mid-Century

of the relaxed texture of Dove and Silver

charm to the modern day with a timeless
combination of warm Eagle Rock, classic gray
Shaker-style doors, and eye-catching décor.

l

pages 16–17

Appaloosa.

l

pages 22–23

REFINED COASTAL
Spacious and inviting, this kitchen brings
together the weathered tones of a seaside

RECLAIMED MODERN
Rustic, textured materials complement a
subdued, earthy palette and slab silhouettes in
this updated take on Modern stying.

this thoughtful and refined kitchen—elegant

A classic style that embraces ornate

A sleek style with retro roots, modern

slab-style doors.

Three shades of gray are woven throughout

l

cottage and the elegant details of a luxurious
manor home.

l

pages 24–27

pages 18–21
(Gold) York with Reverse Raised in Smoke on maple,
Flat Panel in Irish Créme Classic; Mission with Flat
Panel in Greystone on quartersawn oak
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farmhouse style

MODERN ENGLISH COTTAGE
This serene space is a twist on stereotypical Farmhouse styling. Instead of the expected white or gray painted
finish, we used Dusk, our soft, subtle blue paint, speaking to Farmhouse traditions while offering something
unique. Dusk’s soothing hue complements the earthy ceiling beams and rustic accents of Buckskin Appaloosa.
With its one-of-a-kind finish, Buckskin Appaloosa recalls the lived-in warmth of historic kitchens, but bright
accents like the white subway tiles, glossy countertops, and geometric light fixtures bring these historic
elements into the modern day. With a combination of personalized shades and timelessly refined elements, this
space achieves a balanced look with enduring appeal.
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GET THIS LOOK

l

MODERN ENGLISH COTTAGE

(Gold) Devonshire with Flat Panel in Dusk Classic;
(Gold) Camelot with Raised Panel in Buckskin Appaloosa on maple;
(Platinum) Camelot in Buckskin Appaloosa on maple
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farmhouse style

Elegant molding details on the open shelves and built-in
bureau-look pieces beneath the range and window lend
antique sophistication to the kitchen. As easy-to-access
storage space, open shelves also provide a place to
showcase a prized crockery collection and other décor.

SCANDINAVIAN SIMPLICITY
With its clean-lined design, this space embraces the textured vibe of Farmhouse
style while retaining Scandinavian-inspired simplicity. The neutral palette of finishes,
tile, and flooring within the same color family recall the comfortable minimalism of
Nordic homes. No-nonsense hardware, open shelves, shiplap, exposed beams and
brick, and industrial light fixtures and seating speak to Farmhouse style, while a more
contemporary symmetrical layout and Euro-style appliances add a fresh twist.
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farmhouse style

GET THIS LOOK

l

SCANDINAVIAN SIMPLICITY

(Platinum) Loxley in Cappuccino Burnt Sienna Glaze and Highlight
on cherry and Amesbury in Chai Latte Classic
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FPO
FRESH FARMHOUSE
Understated clean lines come together with rustic accents inspired by historic rural
homes. A classically simple layout and minimalist Middleton Flat Panel doors allow a
blend of three organic finishes—fresh Eucalyptus, sandy Safari, and rich French Roast—to
shine. On-trend (yet timeless) shiplap paneling adds layers of texture to the hood and
island, especially in combination with French Roast accents, like the built-in bench nearby.
Exposed architecture and oil-rubbed bronze Catania doors and décor bring a light
industrial edge to the overall look, giving Farmhouse styling fresh flair.
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farmhouse style

GET THIS LOOK

|

FRESH FARMHOUSE

(Gold) Middleton with Flat Panel in Safari Classic,
Eucalyptus Classic, and French Roast on knotty alder
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light contemporary style

Light industrial décor, exposed architecture,
galvanized metal accents, and statement light
fixtures add a Contemporary edge to this space. In
contrast, inset-style cabinetry and furniture pieces
like the hutch, sideboard, and end cabinet on the
center island recall more historic styling. And with
Medallion’s custom appliance panels, the refrigerator
drawers seamlessly blend into the sideboard.

GET THIS LOOK

l

INDUSTRIAL VINTAGE

(Platinum) Middleton in Smoke Ebony Glaze and Highlight on
cherry and Chai Latte Classic; Amesbury in Chai Latte Classic
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light contemporary style

INDUSTRIAL VINTAGE
With its varied textures and eye-catching elements, this sleek space packs a punch. Ultra-contemporary spaces
often feature bold contrasts of dark finishes and stark whites, but we took a gentler approach and paired deep
Smoke with soft Chai Latte to keep the space warm and inviting. Smoke recalls the elegance of rich antique
finishes but brings updated neutral undertones to the party. Exposed architecture and vintage parquet floors
also recall those traditions but lend a modern, industrial vibe. We keep this kitchen Contemporary with sleek
floating shelves that frame an eye-catching stainless hood. The clean, symmetrical layout features simple
Middleton doors with accents of Amesbury’s X-mullion for linear flair.
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CLASSIC CONTEMPO
With its clean-lined design, this bright kitchen brings together contemporary sleekness
and timeless elegance. Bold, contrasting finishes, clean-lined Bella slab doors, and
plenty of reflective embellishments add modern flair while the classic furniture island
warms and softens the space with its turned legs and classic White Icing paint. It’s the
best of both worlds!
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light contemporary style

GET THIS LOOK

l

CLASSIC CONTEMPO

(Gold) Ellison with Flat Panel in White
Icing Pewter Highlight; Bella in Shale on
quartersawn oak
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Warm sunlight can freely stream
into a kitchen designed with an
airy feel in mind. Limiting the
size of wall cabinets in favor of
floating shelves and a mirrored
backsplash lets light flow through
the room. However, corner
cabinets that extend down to
the countertop maximize usable
space while maintaining a clean
look. Subtle details tie the room
together: turned legs flanking the
sink complement the island and
panels capture each cabinet for a
chic inset look.
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light contemporary style

Chi Mullion doors bridge the gap
between yesterday’s favorites
and today’s fashions. Mirrored
inserts lend a little glamour,
embellishing the wet bar while
still concealing the cabinets’
contents. Glassware can still be
featured on the unique open
shelves stretching between the
two upper cabinets.

GET THIS LOOK

l

CLASSIC CONTEMPO

(Gold) Ellison with Flat Panel in White Icing Pewter Highlight;
Bella in Shale on quartersawn oak
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modern style

URBAN DWELLING
On-trend neutral finishes and retro Mid-Century Modern elements come together in this chic-yet-cozy kitchen.
Earthy, warm Eagle Rock slab doors are a blast from the past, and Shaker-style Caraway doors in fashionable gray
Macchiato keep this look fresh.
Geometric patterns in the backsplash tile, the one-of-a-kind kitchen shelving unit and the custom bookcase
underscore a charming vintage vibe with artistry that will never go out of style. The balanced galley layout is
timeless—furniture legs on the center island maximize counter space but open the kitchen up to the rest of the
living space. And interesting textural contrasts, from luminous glass accent cabinets to rustic exposed brick, give
the kitchen enduring appeal.
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GET THIS LOOK

l

URBAN DWELLING

(Silverline) Caraway in Macchiato Classic;
Avalon in Eagle Rock on cherry
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modern style

modern style

In-cabinet lights highlight
serveware and decorative dishes
behind understated glass doors.

This one-of-a-kind accent

An artistic

shelving has a brushed metallic

bookcase recalls

material behind each shelf,

Mondrian’s

which complements the stainless

color-blocking

appliances and brightens this

and Mid-Century

galley kitchen.

geometric styling
and offers a
perfect blend
of storage and
showcase space.

RECLAIMED MODERN
A clean-lined design intertwines with earthy textures in this cozy Nordic-inspired space.
Approachable and homey, it includes a blend of old and new—metallic embellishments
complement the rustic Cobblestone finish and sleek Bella slab doors contrast with
the understated Mission style in soft Chai Latte paint. Both found treasures and family
heirlooms are on display, illuminated by plenty of natural light and accented with
splashes of bright color.
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modern style

GET THIS LOOK

l

RECLAIMED MODERN

(Gold) Bella in Cobblestone on quartersawn oak; Mission with Flat Panel
in Chai Latte Classic; Bellagio with stainless steel and Frosted glass
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Open shelves show
off soft blue subway
tile and preserve the
feeling of airiness
and light in the
space. Between the
beverage refrigerator
and complementary
stainless Bellagio
door, an X-frame wine
cube offers both flair
and function.
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modern style

A built-in, custom bench was
tailored to this nook and paired
with an artistic table and pops
of warm coral décor. Framed
by large windows and bathed
in sunlight, it is a little piece of
Scandinavian hygge heaven.

GET THIS LOOK

l

RECLAIMED MODERN

(Gold) Bella in Cobblestone on quartersawn oak;
Mission with Flat Panel in Chai Latte Classic; Bellagio with
stainless steel and Frosted glass
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traditional style

CLASSIC CASUAL
In a spin on the traditional white kitchen, Irish Créme is paired with a soft palette of Peppercorn and
Dove Appaloosa. The warm undertones and rustic texture of these two finishes create a calm, inviting
atmosphere that still feels sophisticated. Stacked crown molding and traditional inset cabinetry
arranged in an open layout make a true living space that is elegant, yet comfortable.
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GET THIS LOOK

| CLASSIC CASUAL

(Platinum) Providence in Irish Créme Classic, Dove
Appaloosa on maple, and Peppercorn on cherry
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traditional style

traditional style
This center island has twice the
style and twice the space. With its
chunky legs, deep drawers, and
slatted shelf, the furniture-style
half of this island lends classic
appeal to the kitchen. A more
traditional work station is hidden
behind to maximize the function
of the space.

A command center stationed a comfortable distance away carries
the kitchen finish palette into the rest of the home. Here, the desk’s
integrated style elevates the look, while still providing a practical
work space close to the action. Stacked crown molding throughout
the space—on cabinets and along the ceiling—unifies the design.

REFINED COASTAL
A classic white kitchen is nothing if not elegant, but this stately design feels warm
and inviting thanks to its subtle textures. Soft gray Peppercorn and textured
Cottage White Dry Brush finishes reveal natural woodgrain, recalling homey,
whitewashed bungalows and seaside escapes. Glass display cabinets, turned
furniture legs, and stacked crown molding embellish the soothing neutral palette to
maintain an overall sense of sophistication and refinement. With its airy layout, the
whole space highlights expansive windows and nature’s beauty beyond.
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traditional style

GET THIS LOOK

l

REFINED COASTAL

(Gold) Madison with Raised Panel in Peppercorn
Ebony Glaze and Highlight on cherry, and
Cottage White Dry Brush on maple
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As an eye-catching focal point, the
bell-shaped hood adds more softness to
the design with its gently sloping sides.
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traditional style

Plentiful prep space, ample storage, integrated seating, and

GET THIS LOOK

decorative display all come together in this hardworking, yet

(Gold) Madison with Raised Panel in Peppercorn

striking, center island. Subtle details—from the built-in butcher

l

REFINED COASTAL

Ebony Glaze and Highlight on cherry,
and Cottage White Dry Brush on maple

block to beadboard accents to furniture elements—make this
island a true showstopper.
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transitional style

VINTAGE CHIC
In our take on a classic black-and-white kitchen, a palette of rich Earl Grey, crisp Sea Salt, and accents of Silver
Appaloosa bring this timeless design into the modern day. Elegant, traditional styling features such as the crown
molding, beadboard, and furniture elements are juxtaposed with minimalist, contemporary ones, like no-nonsense
hardware, a sleek range hood, and light industrial fixtures. The addition of rustic texture from the Appaloosa finish
softens the space, which harmonizes a multitude of diverse styles into one cohesive, multi-layered design.
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transitional style

GET THIS LOOK

l

VINTAGE CHIC

(Gold) Park Place with Flat Panel in Sea Salt Classic
and Earl Grey Classic; island in Park Place with
Raised Panel in Silver Appaloosa on cherry

transitional style
Floating shelves in the corner, backed by Silver
Appaloosa beadboard panels, add to the open feel
of the kitchen and bring one of the center island
finishes into the rest of the kitchen. The stacked
crown molding continues along the top edge,
softening the contemporary feel of open shelving.

Not only do glass Prairie Mullions embellish the
design, they also give an unobstructed view of
interior wainscoting, finished in Earl Grey Classic
paint to complement the center island and break
up the stretch of white cabinetry.

LUXE RETREAT
Crisp white contrasts with bold blue in this fresh and bright space. Subtly detailed
Loxley doors in clean White Icing and Carrara marble countertops ensure that this
look has enduring appeal and inviting charm. Polished chrome accents and hints
of sparkle in the diamond-pattern backsplash and chandeliers add grandeur and
elegance. In the butler’s pantry, blue makes an even bolder statement on floor-toceiling cabinets and open shelves.
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transitional style

GET THIS LOOK | REFINED COASTAL
GET THIS LOOK

l

LUXE RETREAT

(Gold) Loxley with Flat Panel and (Platinum) Bayside in
White Icing Classic and Finish Select Classic Paint.

(Gold) Madison with Raised Panel in Peppercorn
Ebony Glaze & Highlight on cherry, and
Cottage White Dry Brush on maple
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GREYSTONE MANOR
A riff on the classic contrast of the black-and-white kitchen, this space’s Irish Créme
and Smoke finishes are accented with the timeworn texture of Greystone. The spacious
layout—reminiscent of expansive estate homes—is broken up into intentional zones to
create a cozy atmosphere. Vintage ceiling architecture and elegant molded framing
around cabinets and appliances complements exposed brick and industrial light fixtures.
It’s the best of historical, elegant design paired with today’s on-trend finishes and styles.
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GET THIS LOOK

l

GREYSTONE MANOR

(Gold) York with Reverse Raised in Smoke on maple,
with Flat Panel in Irish Creme Classic; Mission with Flat Panel
in Greystone on quartersawn oak
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One Medallion Way
Waconia, MN 55387
medallioncabinetry.com
Facebook “f ” Logo
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PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
Styles and product availability may vary slightly from
those shown in this guide due to material availability and/
or improvements to our designs. Specifications are subject
to change without notice.

PRINTING LIMITATIONS
Product photography and illustrations have been
reproduced as accurately as print and web technologies
permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we suggest you
view an actual sample from your nearest Medallion dealer
for best color, wood grain and finish representation.
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